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The Covidian Cult (Part II)

Back in October of 2020, I wrote an essay called The Covidian
Cult (https://consentfactory.org/2020/10/13/the-covidian-cult/),
in which I described the so-called “New Normal” as a global
totalitarian ideological movement. Developments over the last six
months have borne out the accuracy of that analogy.

A full year after the initial roll-out of the utterly horrifying and
completely fictional photos of people dropping dead in the
streets (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/31/a-
man-lies-dead-in-the-street-the-image-that-captures-the-
wuhan-coronavirus-crisis), the projected 3.4% death rate
(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/03/who-says-coronavirus-
death-rate-is-3point4percent-globally-higher-than-previously-
thought.html), and all the rest of the official propaganda, despite
the absence of any actual scientific evidence of an apocalyptic
plague (and the abundance of evidence to the contrary), millions
of people continue to behave like members of an enormous death
cult, walking around in public with medical-looking masks,
robotically repeating vacuous platitudes, torturing children, the
elderly, the disabled, demanding that everyone submit to being
injected with dangerous experimental “vaccines,”
(https://consentfactory.org/2021/02/23/the-vaccine-
disinformation-war/) and just generally acting delusional and
psychotic.

How did we ever get to this point … to the point where, as I put it
in The Covidian Cult, “instead of the cult existing as an island
within the dominant culture, the cult has become the dominant
culture, and those of us who have not joined the cult have become
the isolated islands within it?”
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To understand this, one needs to understand how cults control the
minds of their members, because totalitarian ideological
movements operate more or less the same way, just on a much
larger, societal scale. There is a wealth of research and knowledge
on this subject (I mentioned Robert J. Lifton in my earlier essay),
but, to keep things simple, I’ll just use Margaret Singer’s “Six
Conditions of Mind Control (https://cultrecovery101.com/cult-
recovery-readings/singers-six-conditions-of-mind-control/)”
from her 1995 book, Cults in Our Midst, as a lens to view the
Covidian Cult through. (The italics are Singer. The commentary is
mine.)

Six Conditions of Mind Control

1. Keep the person unaware of what is going on and how she or
he is being changed a step at a time. Potential new members are
led, step by step, through a behavioral-change program without
being aware of the final agenda or full content of the group.

Looking back, it is easy to see how people were conditioned, step
by step, to accept the “New Normal” ideology. They were
bombarded with terrifying propaganda, locked down, stripped of
their civil rights, forced to wear medical-looking masks in public,
to act out absurd “social-distancing” rituals, submit to constant
“testing,” and all the rest of it. Anyone not complying with this
behavioral-change program or challenging the veracity and
rationality of the new ideology was demonized as a “conspiracy
theorist,” a “Covid denier,” an “anti-vaxxer,” in essence, an
enemy of the cult, like a “suppresive person
(https://www.scientology.org/faq/scientology-attitudes-and-
practices/what-is-a-suppressive-person.html)” in the Church of
Scientology.

2. Control the person’s social and/or physical environment;
especially control the person’s time.

For over a year now, the “New Normal” authorities have
controlled the social/physical environment, and how New
Normals spend their time, with lockdowns, social-distancing
rituals, closure of “non-essential” businesses, omnipresent
propaganda, isolation of the elderly, travel restrictions, mandatory
mask-rules, protest bans, and now the segregation of the
“Unvaccinated.” (https://consentfactory.org/2021/03/29/the-
unvaccinated-question/) Basically, society has been transformed
into something resembling an infectious disease ward, or an
enormous hospital from which there is no escape. You’ve seen the
photos of the happy New Normals dining out at restaurants,
relaxing at the beach, jogging, attending school, and so on, going
about their “normal” lives with their medical-looking masks and
prophylactic face shields. What you’re looking at is the
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pathologization of society, the pathologization of everyday life,
the physical (social) manifestation of a morbid obsession with
disease and death.

3. Systematically create a sense of powerlessness in the person.

What kind of person could feel more powerless than an obedient
New Normal sitting at home, obsessively logging the “Covid
death” count, sharing photos of his medical-looking mask and
post-“vaccination” bandage on Facebook, as he waits for
permission from the authorities to go outdoors, visit his family,
kiss his lover, or shake hands with a colleague? The fact that in
the Covidian Cult the traditional charismatic cult leader has been
replaced by a menagerie of medical experts and government
officials does not change the utter dependency and abject
powerlessness of its members, who have been reduced to a state
approaching infancy. This abject powerlessness is not experienced
as a negative; on the contrary, it is proudly celebrated. Thus the
mantra-like repetition of the “New Normal” platitude “Trust the
Science!” by people who, if you try to show them the science,
melt down completely and start jabbering aggressive nonsense at
you to shut you up.

4. Manipulate a system of rewards, punishments and experiences
in such a way as to inhibit behavior that reflects the person’s
former social identity.

The point here is the transformation of the formerly basically
rational person into an entirely different cult-approved person, in
our case, an obedient “New Normal” person. Singer gets into this
in greater detail, but her discussion applies mostly to subcultural
cults, not to large-scale totalitarian movements. For our purposes,
we can fold this into Condition 5.

5. Manipulate a system of rewards, punishments, and experiences
in order to promote learning the group’s ideology or belief system
and group-approved behaviors. Good behavior, demonstrating an
understanding and acceptance of the group’s beliefs, and
compliance are rewarded, while questioning, expressing doubts or
criticizing are met with disapproval, redress and possible
rejection. If one expresses a question, they are made to feel that
there is something inherently wrong with them to be questioning.

OK, I’m going to tell you a little story. It’s a story about a
personal experience, which I’m pretty sure you’ve also
experienced. It’s a story about a certain New Normal who has
been harassing me for several months. I’ll call him Brian Parks,
because, well, that’s his name, and I no longer feel any
compunction about sharing it.
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Brian is a former friend/colleague from the theater world who has
gone full “New Normal” and is absolutely furious that I have not.
So outraged is Brian that I have not joined the cult that he has
been going around on the Internet referring to me as a “conspiracy
theorist” and suggesting that I’ve had some kind of nervous
breakdown and require immediate psychiatric treatment because I
do not believe the official “New Normal” narrative. Now, this
would not be a very big deal, except that Brian is impugning my
character and attempting to damage my reputation on the
Facebook pages of other theater colleagues, which Brian feels
entitled to do, given that I am a “Covid denier,” a “conspiracy
theorist,” and an “anti-vaxxer,” or whatever, and given the fact
that he has the power of the state, the media, etc., on his side.

This is how it works in cults, and in larger totalitarian societies. It
isn’t usually the Gestapo that comes for you. It’s usually your
friends and colleagues. What Brian is doing is working that
system of rewards and punishments to enforce his ideology,
because he knows that most of my other colleagues in the theater
world have also gone full “New Normal,” or at least are looking
the other way and staying silent while it is being implemented.

This tactic, obviously, has backfired on Brian, primarily because I
do not give a fuck what any New Normals think of me, whether
they work in the theater world or anywhere else, but I am in a
rather privileged position, because I have accomplished what I
wanted to accomplish in the theater, and would rather stick my
hand in a blender than submit my novels to corporate publishers
for review by “sensitivity readers
(https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/apr/27/vetting-for-
stereotypes-meet-publishings-sensitivity-readers),” so there
isn’t much to threaten me with. That, and I have no children to
support, or administrations to answer to (unlike, for example,
Mark Crispin Miller (https://taibbi.substack.com/p/meet-the-
censored-mark-crispin-miller), who is currently being
persecuted by the “New Normal” administration at NYU).

The point is, this kind of ideological conditioning is happening
everywhere, every day, on the job, among friends, even among
families. The pressure to conform is intense, because nothing is
more threatening to devoted cultists, or members of totalitarian
ideological movements, than those who challenge their
fundamental beliefs, confront them with facts, or otherwise
demonstrate that their “reality” isn’t reality at all, but, rather, a
delusional, paranoid fiction.

The key difference between how this works in cults and
totalitarian ideological movements is that, usually, a cult is a
subcultural group, and thus non-cult-members have the power of
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the ideology of the dominant society to draw on when resisting
the mind-control tactics of the cult, and attempting to deprogram
its members … whereas, in our case, this balance of power is
inverted. Totalitarian ideological movements have the power of
governments, the media, the police, the culture industry,
academia, and the compliant masses on their side. And, thus, they
do not need to persuade anyone. They have the power to dictate
“reality.” Only cults operating in total isolation, like Jim Jones’
People’s Temple in Guyana, enjoy this level of control over their
members.

This pressure to conform, this ideological conditioning, must be
fiercely resisted, regardless of the consequences, both publicly
and in our private lives, or the “New Normal” will certainly
become our “reality.” Despite the fact that we “Covid deniers” are
currently outnumbered by the Covidian cultists, we need to
behave as if we are not, and hold to reality, facts, and real science,
and treat the New Normals as exactly what they are, members of a
new totalitarian movement, delusional cultists run amok. If we do
not, we will get to Singer’s Condition 6 …

6. Put forth a closed system of logic and an authoritarian
structure that permits no feedback and refuses to be modified
except by leadership approval or executive order. The group has a
top-down, pyramid structure. The leaders must have verbal ways
of never losing.

We’re not there yet, but that is where we’re headed … global
pathologized totalitarianism. So, please, speak up. Call things
what they are. Confront the Brians in your life. Despite the fact
that they tell themselves that they’re trying to help you “come to
your senses” or “see the truth,” or “trust the Science,” they are
not. They are cultists, desperately trying to get you to conform to
their paranoid beliefs, pressuring you, manipulating you, bullying
you, threatening you. Do not engage them on their terms, or let
them goad you into accepting their premises. (Once they’ve
sucked you into their narrative, they’ve won.) Expose them,
confront them with their tactics and their motives. You will
probably not change their minds in the least, but your example
might help other New Normals whose faith is slipping to begin to
recognize what has been done to their minds and break with the
cult.

#

CJ Hopkins 
April 21, 2021 
Photo: Cheri Scudder-Thomas/Twitter
(https://twitter.com/lilscud1974/status/1383607694704091138)
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DISCLAIMER: DISCLAIMER: The preceding essay is entirely
the work of our in-house satirist and self-appointed political
pundit, CJ Hopkins (https://cjhopkins.com/), and does not
necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the Consent Factory,
Inc., its staff, or any of its agents, subsidiaries, or assigns. If, for
whatever inexplicable reason, you appreciate Mr. Hopkins’ work
and would like to support it, please go to his Substack page
(https://cjhopkins.substack.com/), or his Patreon page
(https://www.patreon.com/cjhopkins), or send your contribution
to his PayPal account (https://www.paypal.me/CJHopkins), so
that maybe he’ll stop coming around our offices trying to hit our
staff up for money. Alternatively, you could purchase his satirical
dystopian sci-fi novel, Zone 23 (https://www.amazon.com/Zone-
23-C-J-Hopkins/dp/3000555269/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8), or
Volume I and II of his Consent Factory Essays
(https://www.amazon.com/C-J-
Hopkins/e/B00CH7L382/ref=dp_byline_cont_pop_book_1), or
any of his subversive stage plays (https://www.amazon.com/CJ-
Hopkins/e/B00CH7L382), which won some awards in Great
Britain and Australia. If you do not appreciate Mr. Hopkins’ work
and would like to write him an abusive email, feel free to contact
him directly.
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WAR ON DISSENT, THOUGHTCRIME,
TOTALITARIANISM

108 thoughts on “The Covidian
Cult (Part II)”

1. Fakeologist
April 25, 2021 at 00:40  Reply
Just fucking brilliant – both parts. 
I’ll patreon you now.

2. Just Another Serf
April 25, 2021 at 15:10  Reply
There is a third group of people you have failed to mention,
and it’s those of us who are sick and tired of the two groups,
one of which you are a part of. Some of us have no choice but
to move within the new normal even though we know it’s
bullshit. Because we have jobs we have to do every day and
families we have to take care of. Lucky for you that you can
stand on the sidelines and rant and rave and your mirror
opposites. How can you afford that? I can’t. I have to make a
living so my children can eat and can have normal lives. Do
you have anyone else you’re responsible for other than
yourself? As far as I can see, there are TWO cults battling
each other, and I want no part of either. I’m tired of people
like you and your Manichean views of life. Why does
everyone have to pick a side on everything? You yourself have
fallen into a trap you probably felt you were to smart to fall
into.

Admin
April 25, 2021 at 16:04  Reply
Sorry, but when a society goes totalitarian (and there’s
nowhere to run), there are only two sides. You either
collaborate or resist. Yes, it is harder for those with
families, but you don’t get to pretend that you’re sitting
the fight out on the sidelines just because you have
children to support. Or rather, you do get to pretend that,
but, when the totalitarians ultimately lose, and historians
take stock of how people acted while it was happening …
well, I think you know. We all have to “move within the
New Normal” to some degree at the moment, kids or no
kids. You know that “it’s bullshit,” as you say, so resist it
however you can without taking actions that threaten your
family. That might be a better use of your time and energy
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than scolding those of us who have been publicly resisting
it from the beginning, and taking the consequences for
doing so. All best from sunny Berlin, CJ

1. Reaction Formation
April 25, 2021 at 16:46  Reply
Well, Serf, you sound exactly like an ex-cult member,
don’t you. Stop attacking the messenger, look in the
mirror, and ask yourself how you got your sorry ass into
the state it is now. Then quit whining and blaming.

2. James
April 29, 2021 at 01:03  Reply
Wow, such vitriol for someone exposing what you seem to
already know. People in your “group” just don’t want
others telling the truth as it must make you feel ashamed
that you’ve chosen to go down a path you do not agree
with. Yes, we all have to participate in one form or another
but knowing that you’ve chosen to be led down a path that
you do not agree with does not give you the right to judge
others for shedding light on the subject. I have many
friends that are going down the path willingly for the same
reason as yours. They have families and therefore will not
open their eyes at all to what is happening right before
those very eyes. Therefore, like you have done in your
message, they lash out at people that speak the truth to
justify what they are doing. In most cases, they will not
even discuss opposing views because if they open their
mind for one second to the lies that are before us, their
entire house of cards collapses. 
I have compassion for you and I saw the writing on the
wall that this was going to happen almost 20 years ago. It
is the reason I chose not to have children (much to my
disappointment and dismay). Since I do not have children
and luckily have a partner that is an essential worker and
also will not wear a mask nor take a vaccine. I am able to
fight for her and you and everyone like you. I respect you
for having an open mind and seeing what is happening.
My only suggestions would be for you to have compassion
for people that are spreading the truth; continue to have an
open mind and regardless of your situation, support those
that are spreading the truth rather than tearing them down;
when you have family and friends calling people that don’t
wear masks, refuse to get the vaccine, spread science that
is being censored, etc., stand up for them (even if you
don’t totally agree) as discussion and the sharing of ideas
can meet in the middle and that is always where truth lies. 
I do not judge you for your views and I truly feel for your
situation. 
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Please, do the same. It may just save your family’s lives
and freedoms. 
With Love, 
James

3. Mark
April 30, 2021 at 15:29  Reply
Stop trying to claw crabs escaping the boiling pot. I moved
out to the country in East Texas with my wife and three
kids and we started growing our own food, we homeschool
our kids, and are disengaging from the beast system. It’s
not easy, but it is without a doubt our coice and stance
given where the “New Normal” is taking us.

We do not wear masks and have stopped shopping at
stores that require masks. We will become Amish before
we even considering taking experimental gene therapy.

We realized our Freedom, Liberty, and Happiness were
more important than Lollipops and Fancy pantsand
Freedom and Liberty come with EXTREME
Responsibility which is VERY hard work, but worth it.

We wake up each day and work toward creating the world
that we want to live in. If that’s choosing a side, then I’m
Guilty.

1. Leo
May 8, 2021 at 16:59  Reply
I loved the decision, I am in the federal capital, the city
of Buenos Aires and my idea is to migrate to rural life,
I have already convinced my wife that she is pregnant
and I have a family support where I will go to settle,
congratulations for your courage!

1. Mark
May 9, 2021 at 15:31  Reply
You will not regret your decision to move out to
the country. It requires more work, but it is SO
MUCH MORE satisfying than city living. You will
wonder why you didn’t choose to do it sooner.

Godspeed on your journey!

4. mariusmioc
June 30, 2021 at 20:47  Reply
If you have kids you need to resist the New Normal for the
future of your kids.

3. Per/Norway
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April 25, 2021 at 16:26  Reply
brilliant and true.

4. David Ho
April 27, 2021 at 01:27  Reply
I like to see myself as a model citizen and do whatever the
government tells me to do. I have been trained, like a
performing seal, to respond in the appropriate ways to certain
stimuli such denouncing critics of Bill Gates. I don’t know
why I scoff and become angry when told vaccines are unsafe
or there could be sinister efforts to depopulate the planet.
When I drive in my car I like to let everyone know I am on
board, that I submit, that I conform, that I am obedient: the
windows are wound up tight, my mask is doubled up and my
face shield correctly positioned and through practicing WHO
directed breathing techniques I ensure I don’t re-breath any of
my exhaled air that could infect me with Covid-19. I actually
believe facemasks work! 
After a year of being hungry, having run out of money
exercising my more than ample freedoms buying what ever I
like from Amazon and watching anything on Netflix and
giving the big thumbs up to the warnings issued to the world
that anyone consuming, spreading and generating miss-
information and wrong-think, lies and domestic extremist
white supremacy hate speach will have their freedoms
curtailed, bank accounts frozen, Internet access denied and be
Labeled on a public register as Trump loving wacko nutjub
conspiracy theorists as well. These criminals, once detained,
are slated to be first in line for the extra special vaccine.
However I don’t know how this works, shouldn’t we all get
this special treatment? 
I know how important it is to present to the world as a card
carrying conformist beyond driving around correctly adorned
and filtered. My programming includes a collection of
corporate provided, government approved positions on all
things Covid and simply watching the news on TV every night
keeps me updated and ready to perform dutifully when the
lights flash and the sound of the buzzer is heard. The electric
shock of social disapproval, sudden unemployment from my
satisfying job scraping the shit off the toilets of my rich
employers is something that I know how to avoid. And yes, I
would inject hydrochloric acid into my eyes if it meant
keeping my job so that I can feed my kids who spend theirs
days locked up at home secured in large plastic bags to protect
them from Covid. 
So to all those anti social, freedom hating extremists out there
still running loose, those spreading confusion, monsters luring
those not yet comfortable and asleep in the caring embrace of
our Corporate and Government overlords, overlords whos
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only concern is our health, safety and happiness, you must
know that dwelling in the shadows of doubt, being on the
outside of sanctioned certainty is a sure route to exclusion,
rejection and exile. Come, join us! Avoid being Cancelled
before it is too late! Renounce your sins and join the flock and
accept our God’s, Bill Gates, love into your veins, let him fuse
into your cells’ DNA and help him change you into a better
person! 
Hallelujah! Praise Bill, our Lord! Save us!

1. jesse
April 28, 2021 at 16:03  Reply
hahaha, so great!

5. Olivia Clayton
April 28, 2021 at 14:18  Reply
Thank you.

6. SQ
April 29, 2021 at 14:48  Reply
CJ – I saw this on TV this morning and thought you might be
interested.

“Former stage managers find a new stage directing
vaccinations at MOA”

https://www.fox9.com/video/927293

1. golferinminny
May 7, 2021 at 06:02  Reply
Just when I thought I couldn’t find another reason to worry
about where my state is headed, someone like you can
remind me it has already crash landed at its destination…

7. Eric
April 29, 2021 at 23:12  Reply
Excellent, the gates are closing.

Just watched a Netflix documentary about Osho’s (Rajneesh)
spiritual commune in Oregon. Filled with sophisticated,
wealthy educated Americans . Even when he acquired 97
Rolls Royces, 2 Lear Jets and a large number of automatic
weapons they passionately defended him. People too arrogant
to believe they could be fooled and with total, sneering
contempt for those that disagreed.

The very same social class solidly defend the Covid cult. They
put total trust in their experts just as much as the Oregonians
put their faith in their guru.This to me is pure arrogance
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leading to evil criminal acts including attempted murder. They
believed their superiority placed them above mere mortal
karma.

Best wishes to all

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajneesh_movement

8. The Criminalization of Dissent – Consent Factory, Inc.
May 3, 2021 at 12:13  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We are
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“dangerous […]

9. The Criminalization of Dissent | Mandala
May 3, 2021 at 17:14  Reply
[…] “think outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

10. The Dile
May 4, 2021 at 00:33  Reply
I think that the “Brian Parks” of the world, at least the ones
that do at least notice that “something doesn’t quite add up”
about New Normalism, do what they do because they feel like
if they submit, they’ll be left alone. 
That couldn’t be further from the truth. Each time you submit
to these psychopaths, for every “line” you thought you had,
that you allowed them to cross… the danger you’re in
increases tenfold.

I really don’t know whether we’re outnumbered, though. The
media lies about so much and pretends there’s a consensus
over so much that in the real world, is hotly debated. On the
National Post’s website, one of our main national newspapers
in Canada, reader comments which call on the government to
either provide proof that lockdowns work or to ‘get out of the
way’ routinely get over ten to one ‘up-vote:down-vote’ ratio. I
feel like the amount of people who would be at risk of being
classified as an outright “Covid denier” might be under 50%,
but I think it’s likely MUCH higher when you include those
who probably do sense that there’s multiple inconsistencies in
the New Normal narrative, who see flaws in the logic, et c.,
and who are just too scared of the repercussions of letting that
be known, or are too scared to face the possibility that the
world isn’t as they imagined it.

11. The Criminalization Of Dissent - Bugle Call
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May 4, 2021 at 04:14  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

12. The Criminalization Of Dissent - Investing Matters
May 4, 2021 at 05:00  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

13. The Criminalization of Dissent | Thought Crime Radio
May 4, 2021 at 06:29  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

14. Tuesday Morning Breakfast For The Brain – Def-Con
News
May 4, 2021 at 14:01  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

15. The Criminalization of Dissent – OffGuardian
May 5, 2021 at 03:10  Reply
[…] I’m not joking. Not even slightly. The Federal Office for
Protection of the Constitution (“Bundesamt für
Verfassungsschutz”) is actively monitoring anyone
questioning or challenging the official “New Normal”
ideology…the “Covid Deniers,” the “conspiracy theorists,”
the “anti-vaxxers,” the dreaded “Querdenkers” (i.e., people
who “think outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. […]

16. The Criminalization of Dissent - United Push Back
May 5, 2021 at 03:14  Reply
[…] I’m not joking. Not even slightly. The Federal Office for
Protection of the Constitution (“Bundesamt für
Verfassungsschutz”) is actively monitoring anyone
questioning or challenging the official “New Normal”
ideology…the “Covid Deniers,” the “conspiracy theorists,”
the “anti-vaxxers,” the dreaded “Querdenkers” (i.e., people
who “think outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. […]
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17. Die Kriminalisierung von Dissens – CJ Hopkins | Axel
B.C. Krauss
May 5, 2021 at 07:17  Reply
[…] „querdenken“) und jeden anderen, den sie überwachen
wollen und der sich weigert, dem Covidianischen Kult
beizutreten. Wir sind jetzt offizielle Feinde des Staates, nicht
anders als alle anderen […]

18. La criminalisation de la dissidence | Aube Digitale
May 5, 2021 at 16:00  Reply
[…] et tous ceux qu’ils ont envie de surveiller et qui ont refusé
de rejoindre le culte du Covid. Nous sommes désormais des
ennemis officiels de l’État, comme tous les autres […]

19. The Covidian Cult (Part II) – Consent Factory, Inc. |
Wirral In It Together
May 5, 2021 at 16:19  Reply
[…] https://consentfactory.org/2021/04/21/the-covidian-
cult-part-ii/ […]

20. First Propaganda, Then The Criminalization Of Dissent
May 6, 2021 at 14:38  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

21. The Criminalization of Dissent - Piotr Bein's blog Piotra
Beina
May 6, 2021 at 16:19  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

22. golferinminny
May 7, 2021 at 05:57  Reply
You have really nailed these people. It’s a Hitlerian Youth
having reached adulthood but without actual SS divisions
running the streets.

23. First Propaganda, Then The Criminalization Of Dissent –
David Icke
May 10, 2021 at 05:01  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]
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24. First Propaganda, Then The Criminalization Of Dissent –
David Icke – BLN
May 10, 2021 at 05:42  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

25. First Propaganda, Then The Criminalization Of Dissent |
Covert Geopolitics
May 10, 2021 at 08:38  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

26. The Criminalization of Dissent. “Covid Deniers”and
“Anti-Vaxxers” under Surveillance | altnews.org
May 11, 2021 at 01:18  Reply
[…] “think outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

27. Article du Jour : La criminalisation de la dissidence – Le
blog A Lupus un regard hagard sur Lécocomics et ses
finances
May 11, 2021 at 17:56  Reply
[…] battus”), et tous ceux qu’ils ont envie de surveiller et qui
ont refusé de rejoindre le culte du Covid. Nous sommes
désormais des ennemis officiels de l’État, comme tous les
autres […]

28. @lienChrist
May 13, 2021 at 21:54  Reply
The Light Must Be Lit 
.
When a government decides to forcibly change society, social
violence begins. 
The very idea of changing another for power, is the idea of
destroying them. 
To bring about even an iota of change in another person means
the government are not prepared to accept the independence of
others. 
The fact is that when you set out to improve someone, you can
very safely and skillfully become violent. 
If we examine the governments of the whole world, we shall
find all governments are based on fear, on force and on self-
serving law and interests. 
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The government is nothing but the agency of absolute
violence. 
No government can be nonviolent, it is violence, pure
violence. 
Since the wickedness is hidden behind goodness, it cannot be
easily opposed. 
Only a foolish criminal is openly bad. 
A cunning politician is wicked in the name of goodness. 
The motivation behind becoming a politician is the same as
the motivation behind becoming a criminal. 
Yet, inferiority is created when you want to feel superior. 
Inferiority is the shadow. 
That is why we feel uneasy in the company of these so-called
good men. 
Only a person in whose company you are relaxed is a good
person. 
If you feel any anxiety or restlessness, be sure that some
violence is flowing from them to you. 
If we go through our history, we shall find the names of those
rulers who have tormented people most are the greatest
psychopaths. 
Whether that was Hitler, Stalin or Mao Zedong, they all
belong to the same category. 
Evil incarnate. 
The ones who frighten us the most, appear to be the greatest
rulers. 
Our whole history is comprised of people who frightened
others and people who could be frightened. 
Fear changes our very state of being. 
Today, here in the UK, over one thousand people have died
from receiving untested, experimental so-called vaccinations,
with over three quarter of a million people suffering from
adverse reactions and tragically many more unnecessary
deaths that will be witnessed in the coming days. 
These figures are taken from the governments own ‘Yellow
Card’ reporting site with the high probability of massive under
reporting of all data. 
With a million plus protesters meeting this Saturday in
London, we must immediately hold all politicians, police,
corporate media, scientists, big pharma, S.A.G.E. and all
collaborating doctors and nurses accountable. 
If they are complicit in this massive crime against humanity,
they must be detained and charged, they will be subject to the
laws set forth in the Geneva Convention and Nuremberg Code
and will be tried, and if found guilty put to death. 
Current violations of the Nuremberg Code concerning
experimental C-19 vaccinations are as follows: 
– Avoid All Unnecessary Suffering and Injury. 
– No Experiment to be Conducted if There’s Reason to Think
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Injury or Death Will Occur. 
– Anyone Must Have the Freedom to Bring the Experiment to
an End At Any Time. 
– The Scientist Must Bring the Experiment to an End At Any
Time if There’s Probable Cause of it Resulting in Injury or
Death. 
Yet most of humanity remains unconcerned, ignorant, blind, as
if living in sleep, drunk and unaware. 
This is the situation. 
This has always been so. 
Many cures have been invented, many methods to awaken
them. 
But they resist. 
So the real problem is not only ignorance but also in the
resistance to change themselves. 
It is a simple disease, there is no complexity in it. 
But something in the individual is against curing it. 
There seems to be a great investment in it, as if with ignorance
many other things will disappear. 
It seems as if humanity clings to ignorance in the hope that
something valuable is hidden there, a treasure. 
Their eyes can be opened, the medicine exists, it is called
awareness, but people are not ready to open their eyes. 
They are against it. 
This is the real problem. 
Mind is one of the most significant things in life, but only as a
servant, not as a master. 
The moment the mind becomes your master, then the
problems arise, then it displaces your heart, displaces your
being, takes possession over the whole of you. 
And then rather than following your orders, it starts ordering
you.
This unconscious thinking has always been leading people,
societies, cultures, into very ridiculous conclusions. 
It has not proved a blessing to humanity. 
Ignorance can be cured, but people insist on remaining
ignorant! 
If you are aware of yourself you become aware of others. 
How can it be otherwise? 
If you are not aware of yourself, how can you be aware of
others? 
Awareness first must happen within you. 
The light must be lit there first. 
The flame must arise within you, only then can the light
spread and envelop others. 
But if you live in darkness, in unawareness, how can you be
aware of others? 
You go on thinking and dreaming, you are lost in the mind,
you are not aware of others. 
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Right now, as you are, you can’t see. 
Your eyes are already filled with prejudice, ideas, conceptions
and beliefs. 
You cannot see. 
Your eyes are not clear enough to see. 
Awareness has to be learned within. 
When you awaken inside yourself, you are awake to the whole
world, to the whole existence. 
Suddenly the shroud falls. 
Suddenly your eyes are no longer closed. 
Clear, receptive, naked, you see. 
You don’t project, you don’t interpret. 
You have nothing to project. 
You have become just space, an inner emptiness. 
You fully realize life itself is only this moment. 
Life has no other tense, it has only one tense, the present. 
Past is memory, it is not part of existence. 
It has gone, it is no longer there. 
Just imprints on the mind are carried, scratches in memory. 
Future does not exist, it has not come yet. 
Only this moment, this narrow moment, this small, atomic
moment exists. 
If you want to be truly alive, you have to live in this moment. 
But if you want to miss life, then you can remain asleep in the
mind. 
Awareness is not part of the mind. 
It flows through the mind, but it is not part of the mind. 
When mind is transcended, awareness remains in itself.
No-mind is experienced within you. 
Nobody else can see it, it is purely subjective. 
With no-mind comes tremendous presence. 
When you are in the mind you are almost absent. 
You are always real, but your mind is always unreal. 
You are always in the present, you cannot be anywhere else. 
But your mind is never here, it is lost in thought, lost in
imagination. 
Your consciousness is exactly in the present, just like your
body. 
Only the mind is continuously moving here and there, past and
future, never coming home. 
A person grows because of awareness, not because of mind. 
Awareness is all that is needed for growth. 
This moment is the only moment to grow. 
Growth needs your understanding, growth needs your
awareness. 
Awareness is enough. 
Sanity will be this, only then you will become aware that you
are not centered. 
Mad people cannot think that they are mad, that is one of the
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basic characteristics of madness. 
If you are mad, you cannot think that you are mad. 
Madness means many things. 
If you are not centered, you will be insane. 
If you are not centered, there are many voices in you, you are
many, you are a multitude. 
There is confusion, conflict, and a continuous struggle. 
You are in a continuous civil war. 
When this civil war is not going on, only then you will be in
meditation. 
So the first thing to be done is to be centered, to have a center
within yourself from where you can lead your life, you can
discipline your life, to have a master within you from where
you can direct, you can move. 
The society tries to control you from the outside and the inside
both. 
It appreciates you if you follow. 
It awards you, rewards you, if you follow. 
It punishes you, condemns you, if you go astray. 
With awareness you can now override all this control. 
We find today that the ego, in its most condensed form,
occupies the seat of authority. 
When such is the case, freedom is impossible. 
The bond between ego and power is poisonous. 
It is fatal. 
Power should rest only in the hands of an ego-less person. 
The best ruler is one whose presence is not felt by their
subjects. 
If a ruler becomes absent within themselves, their presence
becomes very auspicious for their country. 
In earlier times only if a ruler reached anywhere near this
state, then alone did they become a ruler. 
This has become very difficult to understand, because
nowadays only a person who is restless to make their presence
felt seeks power. 
They want people to know that they exist, that they are truly
someone. 
Truth is always paradoxical. 
If it is not paradoxical it is not truth. 
The only way to be is not to be. 
Only when one is absent, presence arrives. 
Truth functions as paradox. 
And to go beyond paradox is to go beyond intellect. 
The real understanding is always transcendental.
One has to rejoice not only in life, but in death too, then life is
total. 
One has to rejoice not only in love, but in aloneness too, then
the dance is complete. 
Truth cannot be explained, but lies can be explained very
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beautifully. 
There are many lies, lies are man-made, you can adjust your
lie to any explanation. 
Truth is uncompromising. 
Remember, whether you know the truth or you don’t know, it
makes no difference to the truth. 
The truth remains true. 
Knowing or not knowing does not make any difference. 
Truth is truth.

29. "They have the power to dictate 'reality'." - THE
MILLIONAIRE'S GAME
May 17, 2021 at 16:47  Reply
[…] The key difference between how this works in cults and
totalitarian ideological movements is that, usually, a cult is a
subcultural group, and thus non-cult-members have the power
of the ideology of the dominant society to draw on when
resisting the mind-control tactics of the cult, and attempting to
deprogram its members … whereas, in our case, this balance
of power is inverted. Totalitarian ideological movements have
the power of governments, the media, the police, the culture
industry, academia, and the compliant masses on their side.
And, thus, they do not need to persuade anyone. They have the
power to dictate “reality.” Only cults operating in total
isolation, like Jim Jones’ People’s Temple in Guyana, enjoy
this level of control over their members.” – C.J. Hopkins, from
an essay titled: The Covidian Cult […]

30. LA CRIMINALIZACIÓN DE LA DISIDENCIA - La
Abeja
May 17, 2021 at 16:47  Reply
[…] No estoy bromeando. Ni un poco. La Oficina Federal de
Protección de la Constitución (“Bundesamt für
Verfassungsschutz”) está monitoreando activamente a
cualquiera que cuestione o cuestione la ideología oficial de la
“Nueva Normalidad”… los “Covid Deniers”, los “teóricos de
la conspiración”, los “anti-vaxxers”, los temidos
“Querdenkers” (es decir, las personas que “piensan fuera de la
caja”), y cualquier otra persona que se sientan como
monitoreo que se ha negado a unirse a la Secta Covidiana.
[…]

31. The Criminalization of Dissent | Desultory Heroics
May 25, 2021 at 16:20  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]
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32. The Criminalization of Dissent | Audit the Vote Texas
June 1, 2021 at 19:40  Reply
[…] “think outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

33. Garamando Furbish
June 6, 2021 at 13:36  Reply
look at this video, it was video like this that made the ruling
class, the elites, terrified.

flash mobs, people working together without command from
the top. using technology to subvert the system of control. the
common class participating shoulder to shoulder for their own
gain, with being told to by the command and control system.
This terrified, them. we are so many and they are so few and if
we gain control of the tools. They will be removed or rendered
impotent. its just a flash mob dancing, but look at them, all
races,both genders side by side cooperating without
authorization. a bottom up expression of joy and cooperation.

Everybody☀2021♫ It's Showtime ♚ ELEverybody☀2021♫ It's Showtime ♚ EL……
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this led directly to the programs of critical raise theory (gotta
make buck off of divididing people) and the amplification of
the left/right schism. amping up the media, and clamping
down control. ratchet up the fear. 
control had to be reasserted or all was lost. this is what
accelerated the program, and this is why its so fumbly done,
that we can see the cracks in it. The elites had to push out
what they had ready without working out all the details
because the time was growing short and their window was
closing.

34. BDBinc
June 6, 2021 at 19:40  Reply
The life of Brian.

They have had their global totalitarianism( media
conglomerate, google , the Crown,Washington and Vatican,
corporate govts, a ponzi scheme economic monopoly aka
central banking)we are telling them their egoic systems have
failed us as human beings and they need to change. 
The systems crumble as more people become aware of them
govts desperately try to maintain control over minds( the
fascism we see is born from fear). 
People are just not buying the injections aka the GMO trial. 
Remember these people running the global govt and virus
hoax are criminally insane and really believe in forced
sterilization, depopulation agenda, this is their utopia . “The
road to hell is paved with good intentions.”

People are peak “minded identified”, locked into a prison of
the media conditioned hive mind. 
Fear rides them like a two dollar mule.

Poor Brian.

35. The Criminalization of Dissent – Understanding Deep
Politics
June 7, 2021 at 05:01  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

36. Imposition of Totalitarian Rule Has Begun in the West |
Truth or Fiction
June 7, 2021 at 12:23  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]
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37. The Criminalization of Dissent – LewRockwell – The Hub
Press
June 8, 2021 at 00:13  Reply
[…] outside the box”), and anyone else they feel like
monitoring who has refused to join the Covidian Cult. We’re
now official enemies of the state, no different than any other
“terrorists” … or, […]

38. THE COVIDIAN CULT EXPOSED: | ZOOM NEWS
June 12, 2021 at 19:07  Reply
[…] Authored by CJ Hopkins via The Consent Factory, […]

39. Jason Anthony
June 20, 2021 at 20:58  Reply
I am starting to see rumors, which I have not corroborated yet,
of a scheme to remove CVVAX deaths from VAERS, and
replace those entries with more banal reports, and also of exec
recruiters passing on reports of industries in full “musical
chairs” mode succession planning, to position to replace a
material % of their skilled employees who took the Jabowskis
and will perish by the millions in the next several years as
various mRNA genetic damage takes deeper root in the
genomically vulnerable. The only means to hide all this, if
true, are large scale false flag distractions and hard core terror
and demonization directed against dissidents.

40. La pandemia en tiempos de pandemia (3) – Libertario
July 6, 2021 at 12:16  Reply
[…] ‘experts’ push to inject COVID-19 vaccine into pregnant
women 136. The Covidian Cult 137. The Covidian Cult (Part
II) 138. Still Believe Digital Vaccine Passports Are Something
Made Up By Conspiracy Theorists? 139. […]

41. The Covidian Cult (Part III) – Consent Factory, Inc.
September 2, 2021 at 16:49  Reply
[…] The Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized
the so-called “New Normal” as a “global totalitarian
ideological […]

42. Het nieuws, maar dan anders.De Covidiaanse Cultus (Deel
III)
September 3, 2021 at 07:28  Reply
[…] De Covidiaanse Cultus (Deel I) en (Deel II),
karakteriseerde ik het zogenaamde “Nieuwe Normaal” als een
“wereldwijde totalitaire […]

43. The Covidian Cult (Part III): There’s Reality & There’s
“Reality” - Investing Matters
September 4, 2021 at 04:25  Reply
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[…] Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized the so-
called “New Normal” as a “global totalitarian ideological […]

44. The Covidian Cult (Part III): Theres Reality & Theres
“Reality” – MDC News Today
September 4, 2021 at 06:40  Reply
[…] Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized the so-
called “New Normal” as a “global totalitarian ideological […]

45. The Covidian Cult (Part III): There's Reality & There's
"Reality" | ZeroHedge
September 4, 2021 at 11:00  Reply
[…] Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized the so-
called “New Normal” as a “global totalitarian ideological […]

46. The Covidian Cult (Part III), by CJ Hopkins | STRAIGHT
LINE LOGIC
September 5, 2021 at 00:10  Reply
[…] The Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized
the so-called “New Normal” as a “global totalitarian
ideological […]

47. Why You Can’t Have a Conversation with Anyone – The
POOG
September 13, 2021 at 22:17  Reply
[…] The Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized
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ideological […]
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